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Questions to the Secretary-General in view of the hearing concerning the 2008 discharge 
procedure 

 
 
General questions 
 

1. Rule 207, paragraph 1 of Parliament's Rules of Procedure  
 

According to Rule 207, paragraph 1 of Parliament's Rules of Procedure the Secretary-
General shall "perform his duties conscientiously and with absolute impartiality". 
 
"Impartial" means "not giving special favour or support to any one person or group"   
 
Could the Secretary-General explain to the Committee his feelings about this 
requirement of "absolute impartiality"?  
 
Would a professional manager from the outside world be in a better position to comply 
with this requirement than a manager with background in a political group? If not, why 
not? 
 

2. Administrative and political responsibility 
 

In order to act in "absolute impartiality" it would seem necessary to distinguish between 
on the one side the professional administrative management of a parliament and on the 
other side, the political objectives set by the political leadership of the same parliament. 
 
On the basis of which criteria is the Secretary-General able to distinguish between 
matters falling under the responsibility of the administrative managers and matters 
falling under the responsibility of the political leadership? 
 
Could the Secretary-General inform the Committee whether the criteria used in the 
European Parliament to distinguish between the administrative sphere and the political 
sphere are in accordance with international good practice in this area? 
 
Which good practices can be drawn from national parliaments' experiences in identifying 
the borderline between the administrative sphere and the political sphere? 
 

3. Article 199 of the Treaty  
 

Article 199 of the Treaty states that "The European Parliament shall adopt its Rules of 
Procedure, acting by a majority of its Members." This is the basis for what commonly is 
referred to as Parliament's autonomous right to decide its own internal organisation. 

 
How comprehensive is this right, according to the view of the Secretary-General? 
 
Does the Secretary-General believe that there is some kind of limitation to this right - if 
so, which?  
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4. Decentralisation of financial management 
 
Which measures have been taken in order to ensure that - after decentralization of 
financial management and control - administrative rules and procedures are 
implemented up to the same standards across the institution? 
 
For several years the Committee on Budgetary control has stressed - in the context of the 
discussions on the Commission discharge report - that proper implementation of 
minimum internal control standards is not in itself and automatically sufficient to ensure 
the efficient and effective functioning of the internal control system. This is also reflected 
in Article 60 (7) in the Financial Regulation which states that the authorising officers 
shall in their annual activity report indicate 
 
- "the results of the operations by reference to the objectives set" 
- "the risks associated with these operations" 
- "the use made of the resources provided" 
- "the efficiency and effectiveness of the internal control system". 
 
Were all the required analyses included in all annual activity reports for 2008? If not, 
why not? 
 
What is the Secretary-General's opinion on the quality of the authorising officers' 
description of the "efficiency and effectiveness of the internal control system" having in 
mind that the authorising officers also are responsible for establishing "the control 
procedures suited to the performance of his/her duties" (Financial Regulation, Article 60 
(4))? 
 
According to the actual wording of Article 60 of the Financial Regulation it appears that 
those responsible for the setting up of the internal control system are the same as those 
who shall evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the same system. In colloquial 
terms this set up could be described as a situation in which the inmates are running the 
asylum. 
 
Bearing in mind that the Authorising Officers' Annual Activity Reports and declarations 
are the basis for the Principal Authorising Officer's declaration of assurance the 
Committee would like to know 
 
- Whether the Secretary-General as principal authorising officer by delegation and as the 

one who gives an overall assurance declaration feels confident as to the Authorising 
Officers' management of what seems to be a conflict of interests? 

 
- Whether the Secretary-General carries out his own analysis of the quality of   the 

Authorising Officers' declarations? 
 
Does the Secretary-General - having regard to the fact that all Parliament's activities are 
high risk activities - believe that there is a need to improve the protection of the 
institution's political and administrative leadership and if so how? 
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Does the accounting officer - or another "prudential function" next to management - 
assume responsibility for the integrity of the financial statements and the internal control 
system as a whole? 
 
Would the institution's political and administrative leadership be better protected if 
Authorising Officers' declarations as well as the Principal Authorising Officer's 
declaration were countersigned by a "prudential function" - accountant, "controller", 
Chief Financial Officer - at the same level as the Authorising Officers and the Principal 
Authorising Officer? 
 
Does the Secretary-General believe that he would be in a more comfortable position 
when signing the assurance declaration if the institution's Internal Auditor issued a 
formal audit opinion on the declaration given by the "prudential function"? 
  
 

5. Derogations from and exceptions to the applicable rules and regulations.  
 
There is a relative big difference in the number of derogations/exceptions reported by the 
Authorising Officers (from 0 to 28). 
 
What is the total of budgetary transactions against which the 28 derogations/exceptions 
should be mirrored? 
 
Does the high number of derogations/exceptions in some Directorates indicate that a 
culture of "management by exception" is developing in these Directorates?  
 
Which measures has the Secretary-General taken to strengthen central financial services 
aiming at 1) avoiding different management cultures in different Directorates-General 
and 2) ensuring freedom for management as well as transparency and sound financial 
management? 
 
In 2008 the Director-Generals reported in total 78 derogations/exceptions as regards the 
applicable rules and regulations.  
 
Against how many budgetary commitments and payments shall these 78 exceptions be 
mirrored? 
 
The Committee would appreciate an overview of the 78 exceptions indicating in 
particular  
 

1) area of activity, 
2) reason for the exception (political imperatives, objective urgencies, insufficient 

management and/or forward planning,) and 
3) the lessons learned and actions taken by the Secretary-General to reduce the 

number of exceptions. 
 

6. The declaration of the Principal Authorising Officer by delegation  
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As Principal Authorising Officer by delegation the Secretary-General shall issue a 
declaration as to whether Parliament's budget has been implemented in accordance with 
the principles of sound financial management and as to whether the control framework 
put in place provides the necessary guarantees concerning the legality and regularity of 
the underlying operations (Internal Rules on the Implementation of the European 
Parliament's Budge, Article 8, paragraph 9-11).  
 
This declaration shall be sent to the President of the European Parliament and the 
Committee on Budgetary Control and the former Secretary-General's declaration 
regarding the financial year 2008 was sent on 4 March 2009. 
 
In his declaration of 4 March 2009 the former Secretary-General 
 
- certified  that he has a reasonable assurance that Parliament's budget has been 

implemented in accordance with the principles of sound financial management and that 
the control framework put in place provides the necessary guarantees as to the legality 
and regularity of the underlying operations 

 
- noted that no authorising officer had entered formal qualifications in his or her 

declaration. 
 
On the other hand: In the Internal Auditor's Annual Report for 2008 the Internal Auditor 
informs that 88 recommended actions and four recommended critical actions are still 
uncompleted. 
 
How it is possible to have reasonable assurance when a large number of actions aiming 
at tightening the internal control system have not been carried out and when there still is 
a rather important number of "Exceptions to the rules"? 
 
Under which circumstances shall qualifications/reservations be mentioned? 
 
Are there common rules on when qualifications/reservations shall be entered or is it a 
matter for the individual Authorising Officer's appreciation? 
 
 

7. Objectives for 2008 - 2009 
 

By note of 19 November 2007 (D(2007)70542) to the Directors-General the Secretary-
General set the following objectives for 2008 - 2009: 

 
- Preparing for application of the Lisbon Treaty 
- Preparing for the 2009 European elections so as to help reverse the voter turnout 

trend 
- Stepping up services for Members 
- Reforming and consolidating the General Secretariat of Parliament. 

 
Which criteria for measuring the degree of success were established? 
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On the basis of these criteria, how well did the Secretariat-General achieve the 
objectives in 2008? 
 
Which lessons has the Secretary-General drawn from any unsatisfactory achievements of 
the objectives in 2008? 
 
 

8. Risk based sound financial management 
 

The financial resources of the European Parliament are taxpayers' money. Any institution 
using public funds has an obligation to explain how these funds have been used and to 
give comprehensive, objective and relevant information on the degree to which the funds 
have been used for the intended purposes and in accordance with the principles of sound 
financial management (Economy, Efficiency and Effectiveness). 
 
In this perspective and having regard to the well-known high reputational risk involved in 
the activities of the European Parliament it would have been ambitious and forward-
looking to include in the objectives new ideas and strategies aiming at strengthening the 
European Parliament's accountability towards European taxpayers.  
 
However, the identification and achievement of world class sound financial management 
in the European Parliament and full transparency to European citizens on how Parliament 
uses public funds was not among the objectives for 2008 - 2009.  
 
Which measures has the Secretary-General taken or will he take in order to bring risk-
based sound financial management in the European Parliament higher up on the list of 
priorities and objectives and will he present to the Committee a  list of  actions to be 
carried out in order to achieve this objective? 
 

9. Ex-ante and ex-post verifiers' staff reports 
 

Can the Secretary-General confirm that both ex-ante and ex-post verifiers' staff reports 
are drawn up by the same person as the one whose decisions they are supposed to verify? 
 
If yes, does the Secretary-General see this as a weakness in the internal control system 
and a risk for the achievement of sound financial management? 
 

10. Standard financial statement 
 

Article 8 of the Internal Rules on the Implementation of the European Parliament's 
Budget states that: "A standard financial statement shall be drawn up for all proposals 
for decisions by the Bureau, the Conference of Presidents and the Quaestors and 
requests for authorisation submitted by other parliamentary bodies (committees, political 
groups) or the Secretariat-General that have budgetary implications." 
 
The absolute respect of this requirement seems to be one of the conditions for ensuring 
respect for the principles of sound financial management and for the carrying out of ex 
ante and ex post verification. 
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Were decisions and requests with budgetary implications taken or submitted in 2008 
without the corresponding standard financial statement and if yes which decisions and 
requests and for which amounts? 
 

 
More detailed questions 
 

11. Information Offices in the Member States 
 

The Committee would appreciate an overview of the costs of running the information 
offices in the Member States. 

 
Which criteria have been developed in order to assess the qualitative results - not 
number of brochures distributed - of the activities carried out by the Information Offices? 
 
Could the objectives be met more cost-effectively by other means than Information 
Offices?  

 
 

12. Implementation of outstanding 2008 Internal Audit recommendations 
 

Which initiatives have been or will be taken aiming at a more rapid implementation of 
outstanding 2008 Internal Audit recommendations (88 uncompleted actions and 4 
uncompleted critical actions.) 

 
 

13. Vacancies 
 

For how many months has the post of Head of Unit in the Committee on Budgets been 
vacant and what are the reasons for not filling the post as soon as possible in order to 
ensure the quality of the work? 

 
For how many months has the post of Head of Unit in the Committee on Budgetary 
Control been vacant and what are the reasons for not filling the post as soon as possible 
in order to ensure the quality of the work? 

 
The fact that Head of Unit posts as well as Director posts are vacant for several months is 
clearly not in harmony with the objective of "Stepping up services to the Members" in so 
far as services not fully staffed cannot deliver the same quality of work as fully-staffed 
services. 

 
Which measures is the Secretary-General envisaging to limit the vacancy of posts to a 
strict minimum - and not more than two months - and thereby significantly contribute to 
improving the services to Members? 

 
 

14. Carry-overs 
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According to Article 9 (2a) of the Financial Regulation, differentiated commitment 
appropriations and non-differentiated appropriations not yet committed at the close of the 
financial year may be carried over in respect of amounts corresponding to commitment 
appropriations for which most of the preparatory stages of the commitment procedure 
have been completed by 31 December. Such amounts may then be committed up to 31 
March of the following year. 
 
Were all the 2007 appropriations carried over to 2008 in accordance with Article 9 (2a) 
used before 31 March 2008? 
 
Were all the 2008 appropriations carried over to 2009 in accordance with Article 9 (2a) 
used before 31 March 2009? 
 
In any cases where such appropriations were not used before 31 March the Committee 
expects full information as to which cases and the reasons why. 

 
15. Costs of translation and interpretation 

 
The costs of the necessary translation and interpretation (meetings, documents, 
interpreters) into all official languages of the European Union have increased in 2008 
compared to 2007.  
 
- Does the SG have any insights regarding possible reduction of costs in this area?   
- Is the SG aware of the fact that there are numerous meetings where cabins are in use by 

interpreters while there is no member or assistant of that language attending the 
meeting? 

- Does the SG agree that indicating their attendance for meetings by MEP´s or assistants 
of smaller countries could be an instrument to avoid unnecessary presence of certain 
interpreters and therefore an instrument to lower the costs of translation? 

 
16. Organisational questions 

  
How many new staff were recruited in 2008? How many of those new staff were recruited 
to replace staff members leaving their posts? How long on average did it take to fill posts 
which became vacant in this way? What measures did Parliament take to coordinate its 
personnel policy with the other institutions?  

 
What organisational changes (merging/splitting) occurred at unit level within the 
individual directorates-general? What were the reasons for these changes?  
 
How high were staffing levels at the beginning and end of 2008 in the units in the 
Directorates-General for Finance and Personnel affected by the introduction of the 
Members' and Assistants' Statutes in 2009?  
 
How high were the costs for staff interpreters and translators in 2008? What was the 
total number of hours worked by staff interpreters and the total number of pages 
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translated by staff translators? How high are the costs for external interpretation and 
translation and how many hours worked/pages translated do they account for?  
 
How many posts were there in 2008 in Parliament's information offices in the Member 
States? In which towns or cities do Parliament and the Commission share buildings and 
other facilities? Are there institutionalised arrangements governing the sharing of 
buildings and facilities?  
 
What are the arrangements for exchanging information among the committees and their 
secretariats, in particular as regards hearings and the commissioning of studies? What 
measures were taken to improve the flow of information?  
 
How many posts/staff members does the President's Cabinet have? How are duties 
allocated within that Cabinet? 
 

17. Questions relating specifically to staffing levels 
  

How many duty-related journeys between Brussels and Strasbourg did officials and other 
servants make in 2008 in connection with plenary sittings? On average, how many 
overnight stays did each mission involve?  
 
What are the average figures for periods of sick leave and numbers of persons on sick 
leave?  
 
How does Parliament document the performance of standard working hours and 
overtime? What is the average number of hours of overtime worked? What measures is 
Parliament taking to ensure that overtime is kept to a minimum?  
 
What is the average age and average length of service of staff members leaving the 
service? How many staff members were granted early retirement and in how many cases 
was early retirement justified on medical grounds?  
 
Between now and 2012, how many staff members (in absolute terms and as a percentage 
of the total staff complement) will leave the service after reaching statutory retirement 
age? 

 
 
18.  Voluntary pension fund 
 

Which measures will be taken to limit the risks for the EP budget stemming from the 
actuarial deficits of the voluntary pension fund, considering that the EP has to guarantee 
the acquired pension rights to individual (former) MEPs? 
 
Does the Secretary-General consider reviewing Parliament's commitments due to the fact 
that it has not full control over the investments made by this private fund which is 
guaranteed in fact with public money? 
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Will the Secretary-General forward the latest figures concerning the fund to the 
Committee before it concludes its discharge procedure? 
 
The Committee would be interested in an estimate of the annual costs born by Parliament 
due to the in house activities of the fund - office space, meetings interpretation, printing, 
notifications. 
 
The changing of the procedure for paying contributions to the voluntary supplementary 
pension fund gave rise to "additional, unplanned administrative work" according to DG 
Finance' annual activity report (paragraphs 44, 45 and 46). 
 
What is the cost - in hours and Euros - of this "additional, unplanned administrative 
work"?   
 

    
19. Parliamentary assistance allowance 

 
The Committee would appreciate a first assessment of the implementation of the new 
statute for assistants with focus on any identified shortcomings? 
 
Have approved paying agents been selected in all Member-States?    
 
With reference to paragraphs 52 - 59 in DG Finance's Annual Activity Report the 
Committee would like to know the amount actually paid back by how many individual 
Members of Parliament by September 2009. 

 
In haw many cases was OLAF involved? 

 
How many cases have been forwarded to the national judicial authorities? 
 
How many assistants employed by Members of the European Parliament in 2008 were 
directly related to the Members (spouses and others)? 

 
 

20.  Travel allowances  
 

Since the new statute for Members is in force Members are paid out the actual (real) 
travel costs. 
 
Considering the fact that there are less Members of Parliament than in the last 
legislature will the Secretary-General explain why the total sum of travel costs will rise 
above the total paid out on an annual basis under the old system of travel allowances? 

 
 
21.  Buildings  
 

The suspended ceiling in the Strasbourg Chamber 
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In August 2008 a part of the suspended ceiling in the Strasbourg Chamber of the 
European Parliament collapsed. The necessary repair work was carried out quickly to the 
price of € 8 812 631 and the October plenary session was held in Strasbourg as usual. 
 
Who paid this amount? 

 
Is this matter now definitively closed or are other expenses expected? 
 
Would the repairs have been less expensive if the works could have been carried out over 
a longer time-span? 
 
Asbestos 

 
The Parliament has been confronted with a number of cases of asbestos in several 
buildings it was planning to rent or buy or had already rented or bought.  

 
Can the Secretary-General give an overview of total costs in connection with asbestos in 
the buildings, including costs of studies/expertise, legal costs, staff man hours, removal, 
cleaning, etc?   

 
What is the total sum to be recovered, from who and which sums have already been 
recovered? 

  
Which actions were undertaken so far in order to recover the costs of the collapse of the 
ceiling in Strasbourg falling under the guarantee clauses in the contracts?  
 
Has any money been recovered from insurance companies or others?  

  
Can the Secretary-General explain the reasons why on a budgeted sum of 143 million for 
DG infrastructure 58 million were carried over to 2009? 

    
 

22. Cars, contracts awarded  
  

Which cars - type and brand - were bought by Parliament in 2008 and 2009? What were 
the CO2 emission figures for these cars? 
Which services are using these cars? 

 
Is it correct that the prices for the acquisition of cars mentioned in the contracts awarded 
in 2008 are without tax and other levies/duties? 
 
Which cars - at the same price or lower - were considered to be the most environmentally 
friendly cars available on the market during the same period?     

 
Does the contract with the firm providing cars with driver for Members of Parliament, 
stipulate that environmental friendly cars should be used?  Can the Secretary-General 
provide a copy of this part of the contract?  
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Will the vehicle fleet be renewed by renting or buying hybrid cars which are less 
polluting? 

  
23. Contracts awarded by the DG Presidency. 

  
Parliament has subscribed to a number of commercial databases like the Dow Jones, the 
Economist Intelligence, etc. 

 
What are the total annual costs of these subscriptions? 
Who have access to these databases? 
Do Members of Parliament have access to these databases? 

  
24. Contracts awarded for studies. 

  
What was the total amount paid on studies commissioned by the EP in 2008?  

 
Which measures are in place to check whether a similar study is already available either 
in the European Commission or in research institutions? 

 
Did the competent service in Parliament check whether the Commission had a study done 
on "the type approval requirements for the general safety of motor vehicles" before 
Parliament commissioned one? 

 
Have arrangements been made between the institutions aiming at coordinating the 
commissioning of studies done by third parties?   

          
25. Staff matters. 

  
Are sign language interpreters used by Members of Parliament in official meetings 
recruited and remunerated under the same conditions as those applying for ordinary 
interpreters under the AIIC agreement? If not why not?  

  
 

26. Social service  
 

How many persons are working in the Social Service Unit? 
Is this number sufficient in view of the increased number of staff? 
What is the ratio in other international institutions? 
 

27. Sick leave  
 

The Committee would appreciate a comprehensive overview of staff on sick leave during 
2008 broken down in such a way that it gives a detailed view of the situation in the 
institution and at least as per number, reason, percentage of total, length of sick leave 
period, directorate, and unit. 
 
The Committee would also appreciate an overview showing how many persons were on 
invalidity leave in 2008 
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The Committee would also appreciate a comparison with the situation in other 
international institutions. 

 
28. Nominations  
 

Progress has been made as regards increasing the number of candidates for vacant 
management functions in the institution. 

 
How many candidates applied per vacant posts - head of unit and above - since March 
2009? 
 

29.  Passerelle-procedure 
  

What is the "passerelle-procedure"? 
Why was it created? 
When did it enter into force? 
What is the number of temporary staff by grade who passed the passerelle-procedure 
since it entered into force? 
How many succeeded their stage and how many were "seconded" back to the groups? 
Are all grades entitled to take part in the "passerelle -procedure"? 
If not why not?               

 
30. Parliament TV 

 
How have the added value of 'Parliament TV' been measured?  
How many people watch the 'Parliament TV' every month?  
What is the cost per viewer? 

 
31. Election campaign 

 
How much money was used for the 2009 election campaign, or preparing for it, in the 
2008 budget? 
 

32. Visitors' centre 
 

What were / are the problems with the visitor's centre? 
Why didn't it open as scheduled?  

 
33. Sports centre 
 

How much has the renovation of the Sports centre cost?  
What did the European parliament get for the money?  
Has it been possible to rent the premises for a higher price, now that they have been 
renovated? 

 
34. The "mopping up" procedure 
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What is the "mopping up procedure"? 
What is the purpose of this procedure? 
Is the procedure transparent for the European citizens? 
Are there alternatives to the procedure? 
How much was transferred to 2009? 

 
35. Contingency reserve 
 

How much of the contingency reserve of 10 million € was used during the 2008 budget? 
 
36. The LUX film price 

 
What was the total cost for the prize in 2008 and 2009? 
How many Members of Parliament took the time to see the films and vote for their 
personal favourite? 

 
 

37. Additional funding for local media 
 

Is there a possibility for Members of Parliament to have additional funding for small 
local media to access to the European parliament as was suggested 2008? 

 
38. Knowledge Management system 

 
Which progress has been achieved regarding the introduction of a Knowledge 
Management System? 

 
39. Relations with the Belgium State 

 
The Belgium State was supposed to pay back to the Parliament for buildings and work 
done on the Dalle due to an agreement between the Parliament and Belgium State. 
 
How much money they paid in 2008? 

 


